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The major reservation is on the move affecting HSU’s 
being in the NCAC would make it harder for HSU to 
schedule opponents who don’t like to travel the distance to a | om 
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The lines for the argument were drawn between HSU’s 
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-. Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom 
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning, 
r , sound, 
Nercunehves filings end 
Emergency Care 
1225 B St. 822-5105 
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J a 7 “Best Deal in Town” - 
Wash Here, 
Dry FREE!!! 
Open 7-9 Daily 
5000 Valley West Center] i 
822-1181. | 
  
With AT&T, any time you want a clear long distance 
When: hear ’ve removed the mysterious 
ee nar coladtees vaee watery aaiaion. 
You've just aced the calculus exam 
that you'd been dreading like the plague. 
Your date last night told you she had an “out- 
of-body” experience. Your roommate's joined a 
new cult that worships luncheon meats. 
When you're away at school, there are a million: 
sons to stay in touch with the miss. And 
no easier way to do it than with 
Between our discount calling periods and our everyday high 
quality se the best time to call with <a 
GAMEB's ary time you want to say “Hello? or “Guess 
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b . temain stan- 
“No v . ; 
that buildings wil withetend ob . 
thquakes,’’ said Lori Denglet, 
associate professor of geology at ‘ 
Dengler said scientists are still learn- 
ing exactly how buildings fall apart in 
an earthquake. ' 
Don Lawson, director of Physical 
Services, said in assessing the safety of 
a building the state building codes 
determine what is acceptable. 
“We live by the codes,’’ Lawson 
said, é 
Lawson said the state building codes 
are the only way for Physical Services 
to determine if a building is structural- 
ly sound or not. 
‘The buildings built today are pretty 
lean structures,’ said Phil Perez, 
physical planner at Physical Services. 
Perez said when engineers design 
buildings, saving money is one of their 
primary goals. 
‘‘The art of engineering is being cost 
effective,’’ Perez said. 
Perez said because of the attention 
pane to saving money, engineers design 
uildings that just conform to the state 
earthquake codes. The buildings rarely 
exceed codes, according to Perez. 
Recently, Thomas Tobin, ditector of 
the California Siesmic Safety Commis- 
sion, said the state has 200 structurally 
 
unsound buildings on its university 
campuses. ae 
He said if a major earthquake hit near the cam- 
pus of UCLA, 2,000 students would likely die. 
A major earthquake is determined by its intensi- 
ty, its proximity to populated areas, and the time of 
y. 
“Earthquake safety is a big problem at. HSU,’’ 
Dengler said. 
‘‘Our area may have the potential for an earth- 
oeere of a larger magnitude than the San Andreas 
ault,”’ Dengler said. “‘Humboldt County has a 
historic record of frequent, dangerous earthquakes. 
This is the first or second most seismically active 
area in the state.”’ 
According to Perez, Founders Hall and the 
Engineering and Biological Sciences Building are 
suspected of structural unsoundness. 
Earlier this year, H.J. Degenkolb and Associates, 
a structural engineering firm, confirmed the struc- 
tural soundness of Founders Hall. Founders Hall, 
_ building on campus, was last renovated in 
**Founders Hall doesn’t form a safety problem 
that there are going to be lives lost in an earth- 
quake.’’ 
Cet a eee ee ee 
ngineering a Sciences Building, 
known informally as the ‘‘temple of doom."’ ° . 
The building, which was put into use in February 
1983, has been closed twice for structural repairs. 
. The first problem with the building 
when a lathe oe ener ae 
bowed the ceiling u its weight. In 
thquake, Perez said, it w have been 
the classroom underneath. 
Perez said the installation of a traverse-t 
bracing system, constructed of open-w 
~— strengthened the ceiling and solved the pro- 
The second problem with the L-shaped, state-of- 
the-art that the two sections would 
have ee than oh 
**It wasn’t tied properly,”’ said engineer- 
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Eligible Vehicles: Eligible Vehicles: 
All new GM passenger cars All new GM passenger cars 
and light trucks. and light trucks. 
3 Customers: Eligible Customers: 
eee cate Individuals who have 
vehicle six months prior to, verified employment 
Sr eistaehin slide college greuation. — no history of bad 
| credit. 
Customer Options: Finan 
Customers may choose one of the following re me paymen 
options, provided at no extra cost | vost we 
non transferable discount :      2 Sp 98 dy eral of te Bret payer 
7th and C street Eureka 
445-3114 
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Finance board trims A.S. 
Due to a decrease in enrollment from 
tone Ya the Board of Finance is faced 
th Astciated Students than ae from 
meeting l ti and 
three times a week trying to decide 
where “ how the cuts will be made. 
“A key geony is trying to get 
everyone back to last year’s 
allocation,”’ said A.S. Treasurer Chip 
Kes. ‘‘It’s a starti int.’’ 
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‘eat 91 the board wa f 
hese t0..60b oh 
$10,000 from fiext year’s. 
“1 think weté a little over- 
istic,” § AS. f resident Terri 
Carbaugh: 
were eat Se 
Suess 
Even so the board ts taced with mak- 
ing significant cuts in this year’s pro- 
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President Vice President 
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e Student Affairs ¢ Academic Affairs 
¢ Community Affairs ¢ Programming | 
e Planning 
m. Mandatory Candidates Mtg. 
4 Last Day to Withdraw 
, ‘ Elections 
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closure of coastal waters off central 
‘Point in San Mat 
 
Her husbaitd : X a | of Americ 




California effective today. 
Ocean waters from the Sonoma- 
Mendocino county line to Franklin 
County are 
to commercial fis with gill and 
trammel nets. The closure ensures the 
ection of diving birds and por- 
ses ‘vhich become entangled in the 
nets «nd drown. 
Under state law, that area is suppos- 
ed to be closed about May | to protect 
®Continued from page 3 
ing a hazard in an earthquake. He said 
there was fear of the hill sliding in an 
earthquake. 
Perez said the hill has been analyzed 
for slippage. He said it is safe accor- 
ding to the state codes. 
Dengler said getting serious about 
earthquake preparedness is a matter of 
money. 
“In order to prevent earthquake 
damage, people will have to put out 
some money on a governmental level,”’ 
Dengler said. 
Lawson said HSU was to receive $6 
million from the state for classroom 
repairs of Founders Hall. That money 
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istration Deadline: 
Wednesday, Apri 6 
- 237 Nelson Hall West 
Students eligible after 
semester units (junior 




stage cematoh Gop 
fishermen, to institute a permanent 
0 c the area. 
Accor to the DFG, approx. 
imately 5 to 10 percent of local 
aa paroles Gee each res a 
year due to gill anid net drownings. " 
Stromberg of the Siesmic Safet 
Commission said California voters will 
have the chatice to vote of an $800 
million bond to strengthen — state 
buildings. First, the bond must get 
through number of committees of the 
state legislature. 
In addition to money, Dengler said 
people must have a good level of 
awareness of what a big earthquake 
can do. 
Dengler said ‘‘tourist -earthquakes”’ 
— ones that register between 3 atid 5.5 
on the Richter Scale and cause minor 
damage — numb Californians to the 
devastation an eatthquake can cause. 
‘*We haven’t seen what it (a major 
earthquake) can be like,”’ she said. 
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By Linda M. Hickman 
The common use -of vatiots 
i es ha 
wor eich 
fn, in as 
Buchanan rn y, rae “it 
isn’t just poh hg 
in our das 
commons . vt oat hy.”’ 
The commons system, wherein 
oe of a community own and 
freely share certain eres 
ee tn eae the Marxist 
“from each according to nds oo 
aos according to his need.” 
been tried in E 
Por  uaanae| ss meee 
was very attractive 
people, but not very attractive t6 o
rich people,” ’ he said, using as an 
example that if a up ye . 




     
    
   
 



































     
        
munber 6 of Gale even though there : 
is not enough land to go around. (eh so : i 
Hardin emphasized that while ble hia é the | ; e will wake up 
proip tke a faaaly, 0 te ttapractical Eien these pod cine b ge tale 
cae tie aa —— are enabling hon to increase their nonsense.’ 
“Most ethical principles 1 know population. One solution, said, is to 
of are spoken as if they are indif- “The more lives we save the more devalue as the 
ferent to scale,”’ he said. we ate enabling them to destroy Bolsheviks did to Russian currency 
rey a effet is universal in their eountty as, he said. ait on the Russian Revolution in 
the wor ave you ever seen ucky, the money you sent ; 
a 200-pound bird flying?’’ was wasted. th " Hedin Me several phar ag 
The professor’s interest in world ; and more 7 articles as 
population growth began while he He said politicians won't take a oar T the Commons 
was a biologist for the Carnegie In- stand to stop sending aid for fear of =! “i e of articles called 
stitution investigating the culturing losing sympathetic voters. ing the Wild Taboo.     
ee 
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Hours: Mon -Sat 10:30-5:30 
Sundays 11:00-4:00 





  FRIENDSHIP RINGS! | 
211 G Street / j          
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man who murdered his a 
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 BOOTH PROPOSALS PACKETS 
Availble beginning Friday, wot 
from the Club Coordinator's Office 
eas ne ee tom 
¢ Alcohol Booths UC Club Room, 5 p.m. 
OE Els Se en 
"Funds provided by Associated Students 
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“Make love, not war” was the rallying cry 
s 15 years ago when in protest of the 
is Ging for several 
, Students still protest war, but é y have 
what was once | : ‘free 
aide oate shee U 2 
Francisco Cont 
31 report. But 
  
  
quotes because it’s not,”’ Milnér said. 
‘It can happen to anyone. In order to get AIDS, AIDS task force, will at noon today in the 
of Sat All you need is Kate Buchanan Room. will be a discus- 
population,”’ he said. ‘‘But everything that ha 
pens, we get, (except) there is a time lag. It’s li 
everything else; we’re just a few years behind.”’ first step. 
Milner, a member of the HSU Committee on “This is the first time it has ever come up, ahd J 
AIDS Policy, said the best way to prevent the think the administration might be a little wary of 
of the 28,593 spread of the disease is to educate people. 
ng to the AIDS Bureau of the ‘San 
Public Health Department’s Dec. 
cet the Co-o so S0 p tet You 
4 
anc in Our Consumer = 
aang 
ro Food For Life nice 
ite Rye Bread Flour 
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one partner.’’ ' 
The Humboldt County Public Health Depart- p.m.; Dr. Peter Heseltine, associate professor of 
ment said there have been only five reported cases medicine and chief physician of epidem at the 
and three _—_ in Humboldt County due to AIDS. pene of Southern California-Los eles . 
However, Dave Gonsalves, the assistant coor- County 
like war, ee of the department’s AIDS Information and Stand Now.” 
Education Program, said the low number of cases Tomortow there will be two panel discussion 
unodeficiency _ not — AIDS has not reached rural Califor- one at 9 a.m. in Goodwin Forum on safe sex and 
Amicon | been a counties. 
om aoe ‘*I attribute (the small number of cases) to the the Kate Buchanan Room. 
fact that we are a small county and have a small Tom Phillips, co-president of the Gay and Les- 
AIDS Education Week, which is being held this finally realizing it’s important,”’ 
week at HSU, was created by the AIDS policy com- Phillips said even though AIDS ‘‘has not affected 
number of heterosexual AIDS mittee following a mandate from the Chancellor’s people here personally like it has in the cities, the 
cases is re at a faster rate than the number of Office to all CSU campuses to ‘‘develop and imple- | concern is just as real. (For me), it has definitely 
merit a comprehensive AIDS virus education pro- had an effect. I’ve been forced to re-evaluate my 
~The big probhen with AIDS is it started (in the gram for students and employees.”’ 
United States) in the gay community, and people As part of the week-long series of programs, Continued on next page 
looked at it as the ‘gay plague.’ Amd I say that in —_— Richard Rector, co-president of Bay Area People 
Food Allergies??| 
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to anyone 
With AIDS and a member of Gov. Deukmejian’s 
      
  
sion at 2 p.m, in-Goodwin Forum, NHE, and at 7 
     
ospital will speak on ‘‘AIDS: Where We 
      
one titled ‘‘Sex, AIDS and You”’ at 11:30 a.m. in     
   ~, bian Student Union, said AIDS Education Week 
‘is a good first step, and I hope that’s what it is, a    
   
   
   
making too big a deal out of it... but they are 
   
     
   
    
lifestyle,’’ he said. 





      
Fri, - Srd - 3:30-5:30. 
Airset t Food Co-op 
"| Sat.- April 4th - 12:00-2:00 
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Flour oy-O-Yogurt 
49° | we "798 66 ¢ 
Frozen Dessert... YUM! 
  
       
   
     
       
  
Rice Dream | 
16 02. $4 96 
reg. 2.26       
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_ HBG now that testing (of 
jonations for the AIDS virus) has come 
prose. Less are worried now (whereas before) a 
were,”’ 
However, representatives of Mad River Hospital 
and St. Joseph’s in Euteka both said they have not 
ex need similar i 
ince blood donation testing began almost two 
rs ago, blood transfusions have been stricken 
rom a list of activities which may lead to AIDS. (see 
related story page 9.) 
AIDS is contracted when human immunodefi- 
ciency virus-II] enters the bloodstream. However, 
whether the virus causes AIDS in everyone it infects 
is eens ‘i " am 
ephenson said ‘‘pretty much everyone who tests 
antibody positive’ in an HIV-II test, which deter- 
mines if virus antibodies are present in the 
eae, “‘will get AIDS. It’s just a matter of 
t me.’’ 
However, Milrier and Gonsalves said test 
positive does mot necessarily mean AIDS 
develop. “That’s why (testing centers) don’t have to 
report (positive test results),’’ Milner said. 
In Humboldt County, there are several places to 
et confidential or anon testing. The Public 
ealth Department in Eureka offers anonymous 
testing Tuesdays and Fridays at a cost of about $3. 
The Open Door Clinic in Arcata and the Humboldt- 
Del Norte County Health Department office in 
Crescent City also administer the AIDS antibody 
test. 
On campus, the Health Center gives confidential 
testing at a cost of $30. This is than - 
other places, Milner said, because sam 
cannot be analyzed on campus and must be sent to 
the Humboldt Central Laboratory. Most private 
_ A Common Ground To Dine 
CAJUN .& CREOLE COOKING 
CALIFORNIA CUISINE 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
5:00 to 9:30 (707) 668-4223 
Swing Shift 
swing dancing...no cover w/dinner 
Patchwork $2 
Serving chicken wings 
“Buffalo Style” $2.50 
Easter Day Brunch $5.25 
Brunch 10 a.m. = 2 p.m. 
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" Tonight! 
Sp.m. — Midnight 
Navels $1.25 
| ? $1.00 
Rootbeer $1.75 
Don’t be Fooled! 
The Moose is Loose! 
85¢ a glass/$2.99 a pitcher 
Kamis! $1.00 
See You Wednesday and Thursday! 
865 9th St. 
No one under 21 
Arcata     
& LSE AEI RRP EV ARLE LE TEE IER et” 
Ui SR POS at PT . 
NCAA, the major 
“We just have to be careful that we || dent bat ureter cnadantage 
y concern is to stay frees ag 
$ are an ve 
r att wun a conch Walk 
ng into the living room of one our 
recruits and saying ‘Hey, Humboldt 
State is poy 4 a division. You don’t 
want to go there, do you?’ ”’ 
HSU is a member of the National 
Dollegiate Athletic Association. The 
organization of col- 
athletics in the nation, is compos- 
of three divisions. . 
Division } teams include Indiana — 
ust crowned the nation’s top te 
ketball team — and other large 
schools, such as Stanford University 
and University of California at 
Berkeley. 
The NCAC also features Division 2 
teams, such as UC Davis, California 
State University at Chico, CSU 
Sonoma, CSU Hayward, HSU and 
CSU San Francisco. The league also in- 
cludes CSU Stanislaus, which has divi- 
sion 3 status. 
Stanislaus was admitted to the Far 
West Conference (a men’s 5 
aS 1975 as a Division 3 school. 
was a Division 3 school in the 
conference at that time. 
But when the conference merged 
with the Golden West Conference (a 
women’s sports ) in 1980, H 
was delivered an ultimatum: move to 
Division 2 or find another conference. 
Stanislaus stayed in Division 3 
because “‘the conference said they 
wanted Stanislaus in,’”’ Lindemenn 
  
 
said. “The idea: was ° t when 
Stanislaus enrollment got certain 
‘ ing the school’s enrollment 
was about 3,000 students. 
HSU, with a larger enrollment, was 
not given the opportunity to stay at 
Divison 3, 
But according to the NCAC’s con- | 
stitution, HSU is now eligible to move 
down because of drops in enrollment 
ee ad in full time 
oral time ivalthey aioe es ull. equ . a 
theoretical number of students based 
on total enrolled units divided by 15. 
The constitution states ‘‘All member 
institutions must be members of Divi- 
sion 2 of the NCAA, ex those con- 
ference members. ..(who) have a 
total FTE of 5,550 or less. ) may 
remain in Division 3.’’ . 
Continued o  next page 
Mexican Food 
Food For Here Or To Go 
+e 
a F > 
¢ Sierra Nevada On Tap 
¢ Meat Or Vegetarian 
854 9th St., Arcata e 822-3441 

















edaien iat near structures of he ceases 4 
¢ Abelha t e Athtultis 
Council and creating an Athletic 
Advisory Committee with new 
duties. 
® Definition of responsibilities of 
the athletic director. 
© The importance of intercol 
athletics at HSU. ‘‘The effect of the 
program on Humboldt State’s 
number of full-time-equivalent 
students, while significant, is not 
Penzoil qt. 
“Png he AACn char 
: a 
a eee great O ielics ot HSU, 
¢ Marketing the program on cam- 
pus. 
© Continuing to market the pro- 
gram in the community. 
* —_— policy for hiring 
coaches 
© Criteria for hiring coaches. 
@ Incentives and adjustments for 
coaches relative to current HSU 
sports. 
or — thors | | Movina a storage 
“Serving the North Coast since 1061° — : 
i U to dae 
iene reguiatiane ant ‘ 1191 9th St. _Aveata, cA 
ceo A of the state where 
Cragmont Cola 6 pk 
Fresh Aspara 
Edwards Coffee 2ibs 
Safeway Corn Flakes 180z 
Town House 
Macaroni & Cheese 7.25 oz 
Truly Fine Paper Towels 
Smok-—a—Roma 
Sliced Bacon 1b 
Fresh Pacific 
Red Snapper 
Budweiser 12pk 120z 
600 F Street, Arcata 








       
    
          
      
       
20, OM ae 
ee ae Chris Simon, views: Time, 
| Workshop: Financing Films 
- _= 
mena atleentags 
8:00 Judge's Choice 
oem tet Eeceag eeeh® 
8:00 - People’s Choice 
Sunday, April 12 Matinee Special 
Presented by CenterArts, ASB, Theatre Arts, and the Film Festival Committee 
 
FE st Lacie tied 
APRIL 6-11, 1987 
_ Gist Hall Theatre— FREE 
Theatre Arts Rm 117 
Gist Hall Theatre — $2 
jonba,* 
Aethenaeum 
Gist HallTheatre— FREE — 
Gist Hall Theatre— $2 
Gist Hall Theatre — FREE 
Gist Hall Theatre — $2 
Theatre Arts Rm 1 17 
Theatre Arts Rm 117— FREE 
Gist Hall Theatre — $2 
Gist Hall Theatre — FREE 
Gist Hall Theatre — $2 
       
         
    
     
Gist Hall Theatre — $2 
Minor Theatre — $2.50 
  
   The Lumberjack would like to thank the 
following patrons for their support: 
Aand B Wheel Aligning Lumberjack Enterprises 
& Brake Service HSU. 
3-3rd Eureka 442-0858 
. Ray’s Sentry Market 
Alliance Market & Lockers V; 
Mebepearhreaae “1 Sound Images 
Anderson-Robinson tapes “— 
Insurance Vi Arcata 
1033 G Arcata vast 
822-7251 
Bank of Loleta Uniemhownareata 
Arcata, Eureka, Ferndale, 833-3761 
Fortuna, Loleta, Scotia 
‘  Swanlund’s Camera Shop 
yar nears 527 F street Arcata 
822-1225 eye 
Trader Vacs 
Cox Cable 301 W Harris Eureka 911 Wabash Eureka 
443-3127 442-2220   
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j | * of the Heart. 7:45 p.m. and 
Se von ea 
       
  
   
    
   
   
Jack Flash, 8:50 p.m. Play the : 
Lecture-Demonstration: Mendelssohn Theater ‘Arts f esenta on, noon, | + sh "i bs & 4 e a 4 ie 
Quartet, “Problems of Quartet Playing,” 3-4  Rlchard Rectot and Dr.'fis ‘will load a ee
ee ae ; ct 
p.m.,. Fulkerson Retvital Hall. Free. ofan tte A rh. “ | 
Lecture: Richard R , author, syndicated bance Concert HSU Moder 
columnist and editor, will speak about “Cam- 
8 m., Fi Vo 
paigns and the Media; Who.is Using Whom, ne a oo ee —s 
: 10 p.m., College of the Forum, Dance: Feat Sonlention. 9p. m 
oom ome on the 1907.88 wa Center w a SF Techniques in 
AIDS Awareness Week: Richard Rector, 
member of an AIDS speaker bur ont 
cisco, will speak on “Living with Aseer- 
Goodwitt Forum. Pichard Rector end Dave Gon ts aa aes 
salves will “Safe Sex, Sater “12.302 om 
Sex—How to the Sexual Game Safely.” port Group fr Survivors 
  
2-3:30 p.m., Goodwin Forum. Dr. oe Saeas une ak 
Heseltine, Chief Physician of epidemiology and Career Development Center: Resume Writing 
Associate Professor of medicine, USC-LA Workshop, noon, NHE.119. 
ty Hospital, will speak on “AIDS: Where We Overeater’s Anonymous: meeting, 8 a.m., 
Stand Now," 7-9 p.m., Goodwin Forum. NHE 118, 
Meeting: Lumberjack Days Committee, 6 
p.m., NHE 119. seid oe 
WORKSHOPS FRIDAY   Career Development Center: Peac  Corps Op- 
portunities in Health and Nursing, 3 p.m., 





NHE 119. MUSIC Tem: peur: 
Learning Skills Lab: CBEST and Standardized Concert: Mendelssotin Seery Suertes. 8 
Tests. 3:30-5 p.m., House 71, 206. p.m., Van Duzer Theater. $9-$8 al, $8-$7 
YWCA: Relaxation Training, Wednesdays Students and Seniors. 
through April 8, 5:30-6:30 p.m., 730 H St., Concert: Temburas; 4-6 p.m., Depot. Free. 
 
Eureka, 442-6955. Bergies: Random Access Jambalaya: To The 
ui a Latin Keys Old Town Bar & 
THURSDAY FILM 
Arcata: Crimes of the Heart, 7:45 p.m. and 
The Rose, 9:40 p:m.   
  
Minor: Critical Condition, 7 p.m. and Jumpin’ 
Jack Flash, 8:50 p.m. ; 
Cinematheque: The King and |, and A Star is 
Born, 7 p.m., Founders Hall Auditorium. $2. 
EVENTS 
Dance Concert: HSU Modern Dance Reper- 
tory, 8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall. $3 General 
and Students, $1 Seniors. 
Performance Art: Pat Oleszko, 8 p.m. , Gist Hall 
Theater. $5 General, $3. 50 Students. and 
- Open Dress Rehearsal: St 
ee noon-3 p.m., Van Ouzer ~~ 
Live Stand-Up Comedy, 8:30 p.m., 
House, Eureka. $4 students, $6 general. 
more information, call 442-2334. 
— Study, noon, SLC Chambers, Nelson 
SPORTS 



















    noon, NHE 119. ' 
Skills Lab: GRE Testing, 11:30 
a.m.-1 p.m., House 71, 206. —   
   
“4 SATURDAY © 




   
  
          
  
 
‘s and The Irish: 
ag 214 ESt.,Bureka 444-0195 
  
ARCATA'S FAVORITE BAR AND 
NIGHTC LUB SINCE 1973 
‘ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE 
      
 
          
         
   
   
   
   
   
  
  
THUR. FRI. & SAT. 
APR. 2, 3, 4 — To the Bone with 
Bishop Mayfield 
9pm $3 
SUN. APR. &— Tony Dering Duo 
9pm FREE 
MON. APR. 6— Blue Monday with 
Earl Thomas Band 
9pm $1 
915 H Street (by the Plaza) 
Open daily at noon — Sundays at 4p.m.-  
   
  
For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush & ; 
—— that changes to suit your skin color. . 
| 
Also use as x 
| | 
 
   
  
   
lip color, eye 
‘make-up, body 
bronzer, or nail 
color. Includes 
applicator puff. 
            
® e 
Complexion © Henna © Hair 
Accessories ® Rachel Perry Cosmetics 
bubbles *ais", 
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Students will get a chance to show off some of 
their own choreogra y Eon ‘ough Sunday in 
the theater ats depart ment’s 
t Cc . 7 7 
jespite the fact HSU doesn’t offer a dance ma- 
jor, the university’s Modern Dance Repertory is not 
short of dancers. 
Students majoring in theater arts, journalism, — 
teachet education, physical education, - 
phy, engineering, tal studies 
cad anor among those performing in the spring 
production. 
The students have been working on pieces 
for the: rt since the beginning of the semester. 
“The ve of MDR is to provide students 
with the ' 
tool of artistic 
said ry nn 
directing the production. 
Each dance in the production ‘‘is expressive of 
the individual choreogr and the abilities of 
those dancers,’’ aon 
Lamp has choreographed a piece called 
‘‘Fragments’’ for the production. Theater arts Lec- 
turer Linda LeBarron has c aphed ‘‘Rains,’’ 
which Lamp says ‘‘explores the images and power 
created by a rain storm.”’ 
In preparing for the production, MDR students 
also had a chance to work with visiting artists such 
as Nancy Lyons, an HSU alumna and instructor at 
Sonoma State, and Debra Slater, a dancer who 
works out of San Francisco. 
‘‘Nancy Lyons was a gift from the CSU system 
with the lottery funds. Part of the lottery funds 
were used to bring colleagues to our university and 
do some guest teaching,’’ Lamp said. 
Originally, Lyons’ was only going to do some | 
teaching with the MDR, but she happened to have 
some c hed material and a dance titled 
**Score’’ for the students to perform. 
‘She sent up a movement score and a music score 
ahead of time and I worked on that. Later she came 
up and polished it, did a solo performance plus a 
full week of teaching. She had quite a week here,” 
Lamp said. 
Reper-. 
part in the concert. ‘ 
“The folk exhibition group, headed by Jeff, will 
— oon oe eo as 
ccompan some 0 neers 
nee iuceemeanian aac m 
and com s John Villec, Wu Shao Way, Michael 
Skweir and John Cooke. 
i anneee panes a: eee ae . 
laborate with other artists,’’ Lamp said. 
All of the dancers are responsible for their own 
costumes, many of which are a combination of their 
own clothing and articles from HSU’s costume. 
closet. They are also responsible for their own 
ee tere ee 
during performances. 
Those dancers performing for a second or third 
season are in for some changes this year since this 
’s show will be presented in Fulkerson 
By Debra King 
Statf writer 
When asked how the 
Mendelssohn Quartet’s music 
relates to the audience, Ira Weller, 
violist, said the quartet strives for 
excellence. 
**Music, at its best, is an emo- 
tionally engaging experience for the 
performer: if it is played well, it has 
that quality for the audience too,”’ 
Weller said. ; 
The four members of the 
Mendelssohn have also 
achieved distinction on their own. 
Three feceived. their from 
Juilliard. Laurie Smukler, violin, 
has performed in the nationally 
televised ‘‘Live from Lincoln 
Center’’ Bach Festival. «4 
Violinist Nicholas Mann was a 
soloist with the St. Louis Sym- 
phony, Charleston Symphony, 
Washington Sinfonia and the 
Juilliard Orchestra. 
Ira Weller, viola, has served as 
concertmaster and soloist with the 
Juilliard Philharmonia, the Penn- 
sylvania Ballet and the Lillo Way 
Dance Company. Marcy Rosen, 
cello, formed at Carnegie 
Hall and the Kennedy Center in 
recital. 
Although t 
all types of mu 
chamber music. 
According to Weller, ‘‘it’s the 
best of all possible worlds.’’ They 
are able to work on music for an ex- 
tended period of time like orchestra 
performers. They are able to play 
‘“‘extraordinarily rich literature’ 
and have a t deal of freedom in 
expressing es like solo per- 
formers. They also have a great deal 
of valuable input from each other 
enjoy performing 
, the group prefers 
String quartet engages audience 
which is im ble in either or- 
chestra or eer tae 
workshops. with 
students as well as students in the 
Eureka City Schools District.: 
“We conduct workshops and 
hold classes on tour quite a bit, ex- 
in university settings,’’ said 
eller. ‘“All members of the quartet 
have had exposure to excellent 
players and teachers—it’s fun to 
pass that along.” Weller also added 
that although the q does not . 
have a teachi » each 
member has pri students. 
The Mendelssohn will 
perform Friday and Satu at 
pm. in a Se eicsa yf . 
ickets are general 
students and seniors. 
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same mystery for more 
than 25 years — and he’s not even 
sure what the mystery is. He likes it 
that way. 
Kramer is a poet. The mystery he 
geeks to understand is within 
himself. His method is his writing. 
Kramer graduated from Ohio 
‘State University with a degree in fic- 
tion writing in 1961. He went on to 
the University of lowa Poetry 
Workshop where he graduated in 
1968 with a master’s degree in fine 
arts. Since then, he has been 
teaching at California State Univer- 
sity, San Bernadino. 
: nee speed yl ee aun 
nmer after uated from 
Ohio State. 
“The woods started it all,” he 
   
     
  
   
said. : 
: He was alone in. a cabin in 




mock their efforts! Ten minutes 
(and everyone else) was roaring 
with laughter at every line. (In fairness, 
HSU has since turned out some first- 
rate productions.) * 
, the festival moved 









His first writing was fiction. 
-Because of this backround, 
Kramer’s approach to poetry is dif- 
ferent than that of most fiction 
writers. 
**A fiction writer is always think- 
ing in terms of content, character 
and problems of plot, whereas a 
poet is looking for re and 
po music of the language,’’ Kramer 
Even so, poetry and _ fiction 
writing are very similar. ‘‘The great 
a is less typing,’’ Kramer 
Kramer considers his poems con- 
densed short stories. He said he was 
always shy and afraid of wasting 
people's time so poems were the 
perfect form of expression for him. 
Poetry writing is still somewhat of 
a mystery to Kramer. He said a poet 
has something to say which defies 
talking or other forms of writing so 
the poet hopes to catch its meaning 
Happy Birthday 
from “The Left Tit Contingency” 
ES
 
ae terrible ones never 
‘Eco public seesning A few were so 
— later paid to see them several 
I al in f why film 
FEE gpPredemngn Bette. Bnene 
pi og Rh many are oa 
don’t know when to stop. A 10-minute to . 
masterpiece goes on for 20. Our gasps 
for flowing abstract 
forms turn to yawns after half an hour. . 
the creators love to make . Obviously 
movies. They love to watch their 
movies 
audience must love them 
too, right? This self-indulgence, 
epidemic among amateur filmmakers, 
produces many a mile of wasted 
a cinematic artist. 
For this, my 20th festival, I’ve been 
flattered with ju ip, and 
a modicum of power to affect a few 
awards. I'll give it a try. I’ve never 
taken a cinema class, but I’ve learned a 
lot about movies at HSU. ~ 
understand life’s mystery thr 
in a-poem. ‘‘The poem is like a net. 
You reach down into dark waters 
and the mysterious and interesting 
— starts to take over,’’ Kramer 
said. 
He said when a poet looks back 
on his poems, he sees a great 
similarity in all of them — he sees 
himself. 
‘You really only write one story 
or poem,”’ he said, ‘‘and you keep 
doing it over and over.” 
Kramer believes poetry is like life 
in this way: ‘‘Life is a process of 
continually discovering the same 
thing over and over but never really 
understanding it,’’ Kramer said. 
He said no one ever really 
eee everything one does or 
why. 
Kramer doesn’t really want to 
understand everything. He enjoys 
the elusive mysteries in life. They 
are the fuel for his writing. 
Kramer loves teaching. Last sum- 
mer he taught the poetry writing 
workshop for the Summer Arts Pro- 
“Reg Bh oul, iyenn.¢ifenlil 
  




oe an ee SO 
20th Humboldt Film Festival. 
ough poetry 
gram for the CSU system. He has 
also worked with the Inland Area 
Writing Project since 1977, teaching 
writi to children from grade 
school to high school. 
His first book, Be | Winds 
Below the Canyons,’’ which ex« 
plores his family and the world in 
which they survived, received a 
$1,000 Colladay Award in 1984 
from .the Quarterly Review of 
Literature. Kramer’s poems have 
also appeared in such magazines as 
The New Yorker, lowa Review, 
Poetry Northwest, Shenandoah and 
The Missouri Review. He is present- 
ly writing a book on the teaching of 
creative writing. 
Kramer will give an informal 
afternoon discussion and an evening 
reading on. Tuesday. Both the 
discussion, which will take place 
from 2-3 p.m., and the 8:15 p.m. 
reading will be held in Goodwin 
Forum. Both events are free. 
   
   
‘‘Academics are more 
sar. vi i year-Ol ” - 
terefered with my academics too much, 
i’d stop swimming.” ; 
HSU swimming coach Pam Armold 
called Brock ‘‘the most outstanding 
athlete on the team,” and the numbers 
support her. Brock has set HSU 
records in the 100-, 200-, $00- and . 
1,000-yard freestyles, and this season Lyn Brock 
won the Northern California Athletic - fit 
Conference titles in the 100 and 200 Humboldt was a Division I11 school — 
while placing third in the 500.: to vie for a national i 
’ And to top it off, she became the when she advanced to the NCAA 
first HSU swimmer since 1980 — when sion II Championships in Long Beach - way to the nationals in 
8 Sage ee ances y 
f 
Tt 












     
 
865 9th St. 
See you Monday ! 






ted the T formation by u: sing the he finished 
bottles $1.00! 
BUDWEISER! 
.50¢ a glass/$2.25 a pitcher 
Monday April 6th 









Both Hayes and Van Deren were nova 
either hated 




f an article that ran 
magazine, 
ford coach Clark Shaugh nessy in- thi sta did ff 
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a chalkboard behind him,”’ 












fired-him,’”” Van Deren 
about how 
and a 
Van Deren said 
find out was w hether 
 
   
  
   
   
  
HSU’s No. 3 women’s tennis 
to defeat Portland State’s Kim 
HSU this weekend at home 
Brock 
© Continued from page 17 
she said. They thought I could and I 
didn’t think I could. I think the team 
played a big part 
“Duri tees they were there,’’ 
Brock _ might be in a bad mood 
and I didn’t want to work out, but then 
I saw them in the pool. It gets you in 
the mood — just like in basketball, if 
someone’s slacking off.’’ 
For seven months Brock prepared 
with daily 6,000- to 7,000-yard 
workouts. In addition, she and her 
teammates lifted weights and swam in 
early-morning workouts three times a 
day. Brock said she had to miss several 
of these workouts because ‘“‘swimming 
interfered with my academics.”’ (Ar- 
mold, however, said the actual number 
was closer to two). 
Brock hopes to apply her long hours 
of studying to one of her other loves: 
children. She already spends her sum- 
mer months teaching swimming lessons 
and working as a lifeguard and day 
care attendant, but as an elementary 
school teacher she would be able to 
spend a career with children. 
“It’s just fun to work with 
children,”’ Brock said. ‘‘Going over to 
work at novice swim meets is the most . 
enjoyable thing I’ve ever done because 
they’re so new and haven’t really done 
any swimming. They’re so excited 
meeting. Romero's 4-6, 7-6 6-4 one of the 
ine asin, who lot $4 Sonome Siete and Whitworth College play 










io Ceenaune eonaeuiecnal 
about it and it’s neat to watch the ex- 
citement in little kids. 
“They’re a challenge to work with 
and I enjoy that challenge, 1 always: 
have.”’ 
Besides, . she said, she relates to 
children better. 
“I think I come off to a lot of my 
peer-aged people as not stuck-up but 
cold because I don’t agree with a lot of, 
things people do. Instead of voicing my - 
ain I tend to ignore it. 
‘with children,’* Brock said, 
‘‘they’re naive in the sense that they 
don’t have any definite opinions yet. 
It’s much easier to relate to children — 
because they haven’t formed definite 
values ‘and beliefs that others who 
come to college have.’’ 
Brock uses swimming to keep herself 
from becoming. bored. She has, | 
however, set a return trip to the 
NCAA’s as her goal. 
‘“‘1’m going to do better next year,”’ 
she said. ‘‘I’ve told myself that. I have 
to make it again next year, but I think 
I’ll be more used to the atmosphere.”’ 
But her goals for swimming end | 
there. Brock plans to continue swimm- — 
ing recreationally, but any lofty aspira- 
tions such as giving the Olympic trials a — 
shot are out of the question, she said. + 
To do so, she would have to forfeit an 
important part of her life. 
“If I really had wanted to go to the 
Olympic trials,’” Brock said, ‘‘I would 
have been swimming year round. 
‘“‘With that, there’s no way I could” 









































    




For all of those interested in competing in this year's Body 
RATES MOUs een ae oe 
Vour onqpeeation 3 so we can set weight classes and divisions. 
~ on this is well 
‘The “Big One" ie this Sunday April 5. Deadline to sign up is 
5 p.m. on This is our seventh triathion and, 
E should be as fun as all those in the past. Entry blanks are 
available in the IM office. 
ARSSa pas Ws SOT CSE an nl 
rosters. H you are not plesse do se-now: \Restertierein 
Where has the fun gone? Gap ad pp er tom 
tb cess ot one net eS ee 
Sam Escobar of the Sidelines 
jase wats "Buel near Spore” 
to.help keep a volatile situation from becoming becoming a critical one. Tr 
IM office truly appreciates you Sam. 
if you've won in of the week this semester, have 
pee toes a rer: 
see Ad eee 
WOR Gi ARIE mm" all, GEE !







The 19-year-old sociology 
qualified for the Nor- . ‘ 
bof . r igo ; 4 ws ) . 
stan up wots ter at SS FREES nate u 
ngerfield, who jump during one of his two meets. the aan’ 4 set 
es 
talking with | He also ran sprint races and relays, by Joann Poggi. Poggi, whose old : Concerti Grossi, $8.95 
setting season-best times in the . was 1:07, is now coaching : Cosi Fan Tutte,$14.95 
and 200-meter dashes. ' Macauley. | - : Magic Flute,$8.95 
       
       
  
   
     
     
     
        
    
    
 
   Unique in Humboldt County 
Monday-Saturday ® Lunch 11:30-$:00 © Dinner 5:00-8:00 
16th & “G” Streets, Arcata * 822-0360 




650 Tenth @ Arcata 
822-4673 
They're Brand New! 
They're “spring-fresh beautiful” 
shorts @ shirts © scoopneck T’s & more... 
SEGRETS SUN PRINTS 
Le a vg 
       
. poo! 
oie crn ee | 
‘we The Sidelines Sports Bar fi 
Open DailyM—F 2 p.m. —2 am. . 
11 a.m. — 2.a.m. 




     
San Miguel. 
light or dark . 
$1 
7 — Midnight 
A fresh assortment of men’s and women’s 
sportswear that’s fun to wear. 
e Hand silkscreened on 100% cotton fabric 
‘Stop by and check out the newest 






    
    
Humboldt State Athletic 
Director Chuck Lindemenn 
said not too long ago that 
athletics have ‘“‘to be taken as 
secondary or subordinate to. 
what’s. academically 
in the inst ution.”’ 
While that may be an ad- 
mirable stance, it ntly 
isn’t the code by which the 
athletic department wishes to 
live. . 
The Commission on Inter- 
collegiate Athletics last week 
submitted a recommendation 
the university seek status as a 
Division 3 school — 
downgrading from Division 2 
— citing such reasons as 
fielding more competitive teams 
and improving chances of post- 
season play. 
Letrers 
Who writes for ya, baby? 
I have a company in Arcata called 
SUN FROST. We build electrically 
powered, energy efficient refrigerators. 
Most of our customers use 
photovoltaics as their source of elec- 
tricity. 
A recent article in The Lumberjack 
stated these refrigerators ‘‘run on their 
own energy,’’ and an article appearing 
several years ago stated they were 
powered by ‘‘alternative sources of 
energy like wall sockets.’’ 
Does Dr. Science write for The 
Lumberjack? 
Larry Schiussier 
SUN FROST, Arcata 
Terri reigns supreme 
Rarely have I met a political leader 
whose honesty and int shone 
through on first meeting. While I only 
met John F. Kennedy, George 
McGovern, Ferraro 
Jimmy Carter from a distance at rallies 
and on TV, I had the honor to meet 
face to face with the current Associated 
Students president, Terri Carbaugh, 
during the March 23 SLC meeting. 
As a “‘political animal’’ since 1960 
(originally for Nixon, I soon saw the 
light and was a Democrat from then 
bos as a student especially of presiden- 
politics and as a former member of 
the SLC during the of 
David Kalb and Dan Faulk, I believe I 
can speak with , if not with 
authority, about . 
On March 23, Terri, Bill Quinn (who a3
) 
  
ane the eaporeiaaae ‘eal t’s 
philosophy that academics take 
SU would be more successful 
at Division 3, but it would be 
at a. lower competitive level. 
Playing games with Arcata 
High School could guarantee 
banner year. ’ 
But what is truly frightening 
about the proposal — which 
most of the coaches support — 
is the department’s apparent 
willingness to sacrifice its and 
the school’s academic integrity 
for the sake of a few chalk 
marks in the win column. 
Because Division 2 schools 
will adopt the more rigorous 
_ Division } eligibility re- 
  
  _ 
uirements in 1988, those pro- 
; Division 3 grams at D 
will be a sanctuary for 
‘*student-athletes”” who 
couldn’t make the grade. 
In simpler terms, if HSU 
becomes a Division 3 school it 
would become a haven for — . 
300-pound super jocks whose 
‘1am without @ doubt convinced of (Terri) 
Carbaugh’s honesty.’ 
has been in the forefront of the Recall 
Terri movement) and | discussed for 
10-15 minutes the verities of the recall 
try, both pro and con. 
Each time Bill tried to forcefully 
state his position, Terri spoke with the 
unique steel-rose qualities of the 
female (which are desperately needed 
in the White House) — detailing, 
perhaps for the first time, why each of 
the petition’s charges are false and 
without foundation. Each time Bill 
stumbled through with another 
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and inhabitant of the 
recall movement would collapse like a 
darted balloon. — 
Let Terri Carbaugh be. As one who 
experienced the contradictions and 
foibles of the Faulk regime, let me tell 
you that the Carba presidency is 
definitely no worse and.no-less 
ed or without purpose and direction. 
Aaron Krohn 
Arcata ; 
Know thy Bioregion — 
The North Coast of California ison ~ 
disaster, As an 
Coast, you can 
of a movement w -par- Soh ocean one a 01 
the road to 
be ticipants 
a i i ef ‘ 
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Women for Shelter (10 cents)? 
The AS. office costs $2.79, plus 8 
cents for interim government, 99 
cents for the California State Stu- 
dent’s Association and 19 cents for 
eee. dooes a = a 
. You get w or; 
are you getting your Four’ bucks? 
worth? 
The Lumberjack costs 66 
cents for 26 = which ica little 
more than half the $1.12 you pay 
for the stipends of your toj it 
student leaders. t's 
just 2.5 cents per copy. Is this issue 
worth that? . 
Frond-ly advice 
The moral nags that criticize the 
current condom solution to the 
AIDS epidemic argue a morality 
that denies a basic biblical adage 
and biological urge: propagation of 
the species. 
No matter which, sex or sensual 
pleasure, is involved, they insist 
= is the only moral solu- 
tion. 
I see nothing wrong with acts of 
love; acts of war are the only 
obscenities I nize. Besides, 
abstinence makes the frond grow   
  
4 } 7 A - ) + 
ah in ; nines . aah 
I’m shocked! Perhaps I’ve lived a 
sheltered life, but I t women 
to college to “ a hus- 
’ went out with ‘ It to 
Beaver’. and ‘‘The Green Hornet.’’ 
I realize there’s been a recent trend 
towards °S0s nostalgia but, 
really .. . husband-hunting coeds?! 
In a recent class, I discussed this 
issue with two tale friends. ““Yep,”’ 
they said, ‘‘we know at least 5 or 6 
women who came to HSU to find a 
husband.” 1 was skeptical of their 
point of view and couldn’t help but 
counter: ‘“‘Maybe... but why 
HSU?”’ 
The next day one of them brought 
a New York Times article to 
substantiate his t. According to 
this article, the University of North 
Carolina’s board of trustees are 
worried about their 59.2 percent 
female population. Besides their 
fear of being labelled a ‘‘girls” 
school, John Pope, trustee-at-large, 
claims ‘‘40 percent of the girls (sic) 
who graduate from Chapel 
Hill . . . will not even be in the job   
  
band. Does this mean these women 
 
   
  at a laundromat Le Be x | 
But let’s suppose some wortien are 
attending universities to find a hus- 
are worthy of demeaning labels? 
There’s a in the Women’s 
Center I’ve ys found intriguing. 
It depicts an dress- 
ed woman ru g through a 
gatbage can. The reads: 
“Most women are only a husband 
away from ecreni el As in the case 
of women husband-searching their 
way thre pon not talk- 
ing about frivolity . . 
In this world where it is all too 
easy for the ‘‘haves’’ to exploit the 
‘thave-nots,”’ perhaps it makes 
sense for some women to double 
their chances: for economic security 
by gaining both a degree and a hus- 
band, Call it ‘‘selling-out’’ if you 
must. But, in this world, where 
women are still earning far less than 
men, are still less likely to be hired 
for high-paying jobs afid are still | 
valued through their associations 
with men, oa to college to find a 
husband may just be a matter of 
survival. Sad, but possibly true.   
  
® Continued from previous page 
: The task of understanding our place 
is a realistic venture. We can all par- 
ticipate in understanding our place in 
nature and nature’s place in ourselves. 
Andy Miller 
Junior, wildlife management 
Students under siege 
I would like to express my apprecia- 
tion to the eight HSU Bookstore 
employees for their prompt and 
courteous response to my March 18 let- 
ter. However, I am not convinced 
students are getting a deal when they 
buy textbooks at the bookstore. 
First of all, the eight employees fail- 
ed to mention that in order to change 
bookstore policies, a two-thirds ma- 
.jority is needed on the University 
Center board of directors. 
students do not have. Secondly, the 
all financial aid to students. Couple 
this with a $35 increase in student fees, 
overpricing and decaying student hous- 
ing and the big rip-off at the 
bookstore, and it’s no wonder enroll- 
_ has fallen by 1,500 students since 
1981. 
Support 
students for Progressive Action) in 




$600 budget cut for 
education. 
Last summer’s ‘“‘Liberty Weekend”’ 
reminded me of the Nuremburg rallies; 
it full i it was _— en —— 
tionalistic emotions. At the same time, 
the White House buzzards were hat- 
-m their latest — Contragate. 
All that s sentiment now ap- 
to have been pure ‘‘Contra- 
diction.”’ A Dutch proverb says: ‘‘One 
education. Join me (and 
gravate racial and nationalistic hatred. 
Recently, we were given ‘‘Amerika,”’ a 
device designed to manipulate 
Americans into compliance with policy 
through fear of Russia. 
The ‘‘camo’’ fad is so pervasive that 
now you're liable to see anything in 
that style. 
The government has finally found it 
prudent to recognize the Vietnam vets 
with a monument after shining them 
on for over a decade, while 
simultaneously, civilian schools in- 
creasingly function as instruments of 
military research. Now HSU wants: to 
bring ROTC to campus. 
These few examples should serve to 
warn us of a — trend which 
should, of ethical necessity, be vocally 
opposed. Our ‘‘freedom”’ at this point 
faces the greatest danger from a 
overnment: which considers itself 
ond the law and a citizenry which 
sits idly by, too lazy or too naive to de- 





Letters to The Lumberjack should be typed or handwritten 
clearly, double-spaced and no more than 350 words. 
They must be signed by the author in ink and include full 
name, address and telephone number. Those submitted by 
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aaa Er dake ac cotasicemntten 
irr hiccoding Gheserte of te werereiy, 
FORUM: Kevin Hayden—Editor Advertising materiel pubsehed ie for informationel pur- 
5 expreseed or implied 
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  gx ereras ts sii | Fy ee botics | Sapporo draft = 2202 cans Thee $4.79 SALE $3.29 
Lancers Wine Brut of Extra dry 750M Piianer Urquell ing, er 
A good buy at $5.99 — our everyday low price $3.99 3 —— S509 Sate $4.19 
, Carlings Black Label 12°x 1 
Reg. $3.79 SALE $3.09 
all flavors rlow price $1.13 Brand new from Amold Palmer's House town:  
   
PREG IVE Wilh PURCHAS 
  
LIVE 11 MUSIC BATURDAY NIGHTS + 
CAPRUECING 





    
Suck 
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Traditional Sauna Cabins 
INCLUDING BUNDAVS AND HOLIDAYS * CORNER Str AND J :   
   
 
  
God is ‘dog’ spelled 
kwards 





























  ‘Women journalism, they belong in SS Ge oer true. Too el tas won 
  
  
bedrooms and unger.” 
a lense” The fantasy ended when “Mad Dog” 
the picking up ens 0 , Luzovich told the women to torture the 
a expert ackenbush. ‘ men. face 
" Nordstrom said. “I was up in reason ax ven wane is ume on — Howard Semen —s “They made me make coffee and dust the poure 
Rood pa when |eaw Gs, endhe can’t teach a Vibrator to mow the lawn.” Lumberjack 
advisor mail boxes.” said Sports Editor Chris and | 
me we had to raise the money so Lumberjack Adviser Howard Seemann Walker. “They made me eat quiche. It was “F 
CenterArts can bring Willie Nelson admits his own chauvinism, but said he humiliating. a Kile 
‘back to HSU. If | fail, he’s calling me was unaware his views had rubbed off on _ Sieman claims the stress of working on “They were manical.” 
said cartoonist € 
home.” the male staff members. the paper drove Luzovich 
over the edge. Terry Torgerson. “Susynne (‘The Animal’) dems 
Alarmed friends were relieved to “| was taken completely off-guard,” “Copy Chief is one of the more McElrone kept — shouting “men should sexis 
discover, however, that Nordstrom's Seamann said. “I was really suprised by stressful positions 
on the paper, I think be banned like asbestos!” after 
lite was not in danger. As one ; the amount of organization the girls had. I she cracked under pressure,” he said. “This Hostages said the women saved the Se 
ined, “tf he fails, God's just knew they had @ secret handshake, but I just goes to show you—women don’t most diabolical torture for Editor Steve wom 
him back to his boyhood home didn’t know they were planning anything belong in joumalism, they belong in the Salmi, Managing Editor Clifford Schtister “ 
in Twin Falls, idaho.” this dramatic.” bedrooms and kitchens of America.” and Opinion Editor Kevin Hayden. hyste 
“I think they got a little ene Seaman said the women had the take Please see JUSTICE page 3B pee 
SLC votes to enslave eee stat 
maaan ee’ | Trustees FeFOFM  intrstcver inetigent decisio _,The S10 veda ht onde in first-ever intelligent decision 
invasion ot Canada Minority History, Russian History and composition of all campus 
ot HSU President Alstair BY HOWARD BOYCE Modern Ecology. bodies be designed 00 allow for democratic 
as a slave for the student In a remarkable development last © Marks described these changes as ones representation clover to the rior | ha 
: Thursday, the CSU Board of Trustees that will “make universities fully exist on each campus. Under atter 
The actioncame inthewakeotU.S. | enimously adopted a series of accessible to students with a fundamental change, students will fill 50 percent of the 
presidential hopeful AlexanderHaig’s =| egucational reforms that will “dramatically understanding of the historic role of the positions in each governing body, faculty 
confirmation ot his intentiont deciare | ier higher education henceforth,” three-quarters of the world’s population will fill 25 percentplus-one and 
waron Canada ifelected. = according to spokesma  Hiram Marks of y ignored in American education.  administators w ll fill the remainder. 
have no defenses. R will be the Chancellor's Office. Modern Ecology class will also | Wayward State President N. Hugh 
will bring chaos over in 15 seconds,” Haig said ir a include students with an understanding of Menitty fears. the telephone imerview from hiemourtaln | sc' ator ‘wedens credit crades for all fe. environmental we CSU pene eh ! ‘ i 1 if rE i iy i i: gg Hi; "From where | stand, tcan e8e the or 
Galvee cranes tee puape.to tats Saas te & Marks explained, aa program, which allows any student 
to Uweating finals-cramming to eam 
plans to distribute one and degrees; 
"conse eae eS oe ee eee be required to establish a board of review He added: “Also, giving them control 
to his new Sahoo 
Gunty Eenatan ere meet ene > from 8 am. to 10 pm from a list published by the review board, exteremely rare to see students vote as a 
"is ht haha weekdays, library access must be WN, tooks will be banned outright, lc. The influence of administrators and 
eae guaranteed 24 hours a day, six days aweek iowever, as the original (or biased) text faculty hes a tendency to prevail on the 
2 tn No nendte and at least SO percent of each may be used as a supplemental text. basis of their experience and expertise in 
endorsement of the invasion ° department's classes must be offered days university matters. 
— eee and ‘evenings. Four new mandatory general Finally, the educational reforms require Hi Marks and N. Hugh Mennity will 
education courses were also added. New CSU students have to     “| like my bacon Canadian,” she     te ee ee 
of cf ve-teae ang on 4 tach fos
 6 
ey binge ome otc | 




Some of the men were reluctant to give in to the 
women’s demands. 
“They said they weren't going to listen to a bunch of 
hysterical women,” said Alison “The Bruiser” Tetenman, 
production manager and weilder of a long handled brush. 
“Then Megs (Ann-Margaret Godlewski, columnist-ad 

















kiss a a 
The University Police were not in
formed of the 




hostage Mark Anderson. “ 
Sa former 
to The ..$0 there we sat tied and tortured 
heinously...for five hours...watching Salmi, Clifford and 
A 
suadaas Tien aa on ave l
e ete 
- From now on, we're going to ke
ep a case of 
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‘too subtle? 
    
   
Oh, Bic Flicker:    
   
      
     
    
   my hand!” 
Oh, Annie: 
Oh, David O:   
in one of my classes. I’m trying to find 
& way to let him know I'm interested — 
do you think asking to borrow a pen is 
By all means, ask for the pen. Just be 
sure he knows you mean his writing 
instrument. It won't be too subtle if 
you look him in the eye as he hands it 
over, lick your lips, close your hand 
around it and slide it in and out of your 
palm a few times. For good measure 
you could always say something like, 
“T just love the way these things feel in 
The other day I was leaving the 
library by the back door when I came 
across a couple — how can I say this 
delicately — procreating. I just didn’t 
know what to do, so I kept on walking. 
— David O. 
Oh, no, my dear, it wasn't right. The 
polite thing to do is to assume there is 
a medical problem and ask if there is could let him out of the house once in a 
anything you can do to help. The fun while if you see a female cat in the 
thing to do is go back in the library, neighborhood. 
" pemeien 
feel if he called your complimentary 
anatomy the Grand Canyon. Darling, be 
gentle with your sweetie’s ego — give it a 
name like Mount Everest. That way, 
maybe he'll learn to use it as if it were as 
big as its namesake. 
Oh, Annie: 
My cat Felicks is acting wierd lately. 
He's taken to following me into the 
bathroom when I go to take my moming 
shower. He stands there and purrs real loud 
and kneads the air with his claws while he 
watches me undress. He sleeps on the bed 
with me, but lately he’s been keeping me 
awake with his purring and kneading. This 
morming when I woke up he stretched out 
on top of me with his head between my 
knockers. He was purring so loud it made 
the bed vibrate, and he started drooling 
when I pet him. Do you think he could be 
Don Juan reincarnated? What should I do? 
— A. Gast 
Oh, A. Gast: 
I shared your letter with a medium and he 
thinks there is every possibility your pet 
is indeed the great lover. You don't really 
need to do anything about it unless the cat 
starts licking you. In the meantime, you   
aes ae ~ 
two weeks before we discovered what they 
were really for 
Then, the member of our family who ‘is 
getting 
people want to 
getting AIDS, when approached for sex, 
they should “just say no.” If that doesn't 
work, say “not tonight, I've got a 
headache.” That worked great for me for 30 
The sad truth is we've grown sick of 
the sate faces and issues. Ina poll 
“* only 23 students plan to vote at all; the 
oe oe up or never cared to 
Students are simply not mature enough 
to run their own let alone a 
student with a budget of a 
arter-t dollars. That's the 
message of the best little coalition on 
campus, Administrators First! The name 
says it all: Student governance is a job 
for the administration, and administrators 
Connie Carlson and Burt Nordstrom are 
the people to do it. 
They offer nothing positive for 
students, thereby maintaining the standard 
of leadership HSU students have grown 
accustomed to and d serve. 
collect a half-dozen people and bring them - 
out to Watch. When the couple is done, Letter S 
performance male until I cOntracted laryngitis on a scale of | to 10. f 
Rtas tin thee Webtiines We rubber wong way Fortunately, as my husband approached 
condom.) . 1 fave found dhe tecem plethora of MM fils head begen to tirob, and I was 
stories and editorials about condoms to be  *Péred from his come-on, 
Oh, Annie: tasteless, offensive and ill-suited for a _,, te worst part of all this is-:my 87-year- 
Is it okay to give my boyfriend’s penis a read family old mother reads your paper. She was 
OH, ANNIE! vin bike Wine? At first oe thought you were ‘rtibly offended. If The Lumberjack 
- —— — Bore Thwost | offering some vintage, time-wom advice: a he ko ee 
, ’ c m' 
Pen is good wa to ieee Ko ‘i ee es 1. Sah cobian hae: canis. to 
Oh, Sore Throat: mw = protect som that might rubber the wrong 
make ends It's fine with me . But really, you should themselves from catching colds My way. 
Oh, Annie: only use a cute little nickname if he has a Se oe oa had “Skt — Fanny M. Tite 
There’s this really great-looking guy cute little penis. Think about how you'd sealed Sh Gas tte ae a Arcata Go t Rancher 
Finally, Carbaugh spea 
As a member of this for 30 years 
— as a __ student, tructor and 
administrator, I was appalled to discover 
- that The Lumberjack can edit letters to the 
editor. 
te. fon Gur ko Whatua taping ot 
_ sentences amounts to an insidious form of 
Hiuiponstibe vnedeun joutialians abil 'be 
— Terri Carbaugh 
Plant Operations 
Crassifieds 
Use an accordian, go to jail. That's the law! 
Ann R. blow-up doll — $17.20. Deluxe 
Annie with optional “sign it harder” voice — $57. 
Solid, not inflated. Won't go flat leaving you 
disappointed. — Title 5 Squad. 
Shep, where are you? | want to put on the dog. 
— Wally. 
How's it hangin’ Howie? — Dr. Schmidt. 
SWF seeks GS for running, fetching, rolling 
in dirt, sniffing behinds, etc. ARF, 826-3271 
Ped e B ae tS HE REE YR eee’ 
SWASPM, Mr, MX, AC/DC, S&M, KKK. Sks 
SJAPF wi$. Bx 69 
fa Soe died be We edad: bb lee ts be ein ee de 
  
